Master of UTown Residences and Prince George’s Park Residences

Frequently Asked Questions:

1. What is this new Residence Master about?

The University recognises the importance of residential living, and it plays an essential part of a holistic university education. Residential living offers a life-time opportunity for students to live amongst peers from different countries, social and cultural backgrounds, and academic disciplines. It also provides ample opportunities for one to step out, engage, and open one’s mind to others. Moving forward, the University plans to strengthen the fundamental core of residential living, including the UTown Residences and Prince George’s Park Residences (PGPR/UTR) which currently offer only no-frills accommodation. Hence, the formation of strong leadership (Masters) in all our hostels plays an essential part for residential living to reach new heights.

2. How different is the new concept from the current PGPR/UTR residences?

NUS offers three different types of residential options for NUS students to choose from - Halls of Residence (known for their rich co-curricular activities and experiential learning beyond the classroom), Student Residences (opportunities to participate actively in campus wide activities and interact with peers from diverse backgrounds and cultures) and Residential Colleges (which offer a residential living experience intertwined with unique academic programmes). These three residential living concepts will continue to play a significant part of a holistic university education in the University, and Masters will be given the opportunity to institutionalise these residential living concepts in our hostels.

3. What is the difference between a Hall Master and a Residence Master?

In the Halls of Residence, Masters are given the opportunity to interact with residents who work hard and play hard. The Halls of Residence are vibrant communities dedicated to experiential learning. Imagine living in a close-knit environment that provides a unique learning experience that challenges our residents’ thinking, hones their analytical skills and, above all, leverages on the strength in diversity. That is what the Halls offer our residents: a chance to explore new interests, pursue fresh experiences, and engage in hands-on learning in this unique blend of living and learning. As a Master, you will create learning opportunities for residents abound from leadership programmes to activities that broaden and deepen pursuits in culture and the arts, sports, and intellectual interests.

In the Student Residences, Masters embark onto a journey where diversity is strength and global education comes to your doorstep. You will be given the opportunity to create a conducive learning environment for residents to learn a new way of living and develop the highly prized cross-cultural capabilities. Each of the residences is a melting pot of nationalities and cultures where like-minded peers from diverse backgrounds meet and expand social circles. You will be the mastermind to create opportunities for our residents to participate in a multitude of residence-based activities and programmes at Prince George’s Park Residences and UTown Residence, in addition to those organised by the University’s clubs, societies or interest groups.

4. What kind of support staff will I be getting?

As a Master, you will lead a team of professionals such as Resident Fellows, hostel staff, and student leaders in the administration, management and operations of the hostel. For more information, please refer to the job details here.
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